
NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES « AUX SAINTS-JULIENS » 2012 
Domaine de Montille 

 
 

COLOR:  Red 
GRAPE VARIETY: Pinot noir 
VINTAGE: 
SURFACE AREA: 
PRODUCTION : 
% WHOLE GRAPES: 
% NEW BARRELS: 
ALCOHOL : 
PH : 

2012 
0.58 Hectare 
125 cases (12x750 ml) 
100% 
20% 
12.5% VOL 
3.60 

 
 
The appellation 
Found at the heart of the appellation, the small village of Nuits-Saint-Georges splits its terroir in two. To the north, the wines are more 
aromatic and softer, recalling those of the neighboring village, Vosne-Romanée. Those to the south, in the direction of Premeaux, tend 
to give wines that are denser and firmer and that demand patience.  
 

The name "Saints-Juliens" harks back the the beginning of Christianity in France. Effectively, in the sixth century, Saint Martin 
constructed a chapel in the name of Saint Julien, which though gone today gave its name to this vineyard. A cross was erected at the 
border of our vineyard where the chapel formerly sat. 
 

Our parcel of 0.58 hectare is situated at the foot of the slope on the appellation’s north side going toward Vosne-Romanée and in the 
direction of our Premier Cru "Les Thorey". This wine’s ressemblance to those of Vosne’s is striking: highly aromatic and almost 
perfumed with floral notes, this gentle and succulent wine with a delicate frame flourishes fairly early, within three to five years. It is 
a ballerina that often benefits from whole cluster vinification. 
 
The wines, the style 
Domaine de Montille is known to craft wines with great aromatic purity, always favoring balance and elegance over power and 
extraction. The wines are classic expressions of Burgundy, produced in the most natural way possible and possessing an impressive 
ability to age, as the family believes only time can reveal the true potential of the greatest wines. The domaine's current style remains 
faithful to Hubert's natural and idealistic approach, which demanded considerable patience while waiting for appropriate drinking 
windows for certain vintages. Etienne, however, has taken up the task to bring greater aromatic expression and silkier and more 
unctuous textures to the reds, allowing them to drink earlier, without compromising their ability to age. The domaine is known in 
Burgundy, among others such as Arlot, DRC, Dujac and Leroy, to regularly vinify using a significant proportion of whole clusters, 
varying by cuvée and by vintage. 

Tending the Vines 
The Domaine has practiced organic viticulture since 1995. Today, our wines are certified by Ecocert. Additionally, since 2005, 
biodynamic practices have been implemented to show our full respect for these living soils. 
 
The vintage 
The harvest began September 17 and continued through the end of the month. 
Recalling the 2012 vintage brings on two different sentiments. For one, there is the great satisfaction to have an excellent vintage in 
terms of quality, especially in red. For another, there is the profound disappointment of tiny yields accompanied by the hail 
devastation of many vines, from Santenay up to Pommard. The weather was difficult at the beginning of the season but improved 
around mid-July, which saved the quality of the vintage. Concerning the yields, they are very low, and everything that could have 
contributed to lowering them happened in 2012: small flowering, poor fruit set, uneven berry size…and unfortunately, hail. 
The aromas have a rare complexity and elegance. They offer an astonishing bouquet of spices, cherry pits, black fruits, dried flowers, 
musk and hard candies. The textures are simultaneously dense and ethereal. The attacks are brisk and the mid-palates are etheral and 
lengthy.  The tannins are soft and well-wrapped in intense fruit that vascilates between tangy and sweet. The suave finishes offer 
refreshment and persistence. 
We left two-thirds whole clusters in Beaune Perrières, Beaune Grèves and Volnay Mitans and 100% in Volnay Les Taillepieds, 
Corton Clos du Roi and all the Côte de Nuits cuvées, including in our village level Nuits-St-Georges « Les Saints-Juliens ». These are 
all wines to age for at least ten years, even 20-25 years for the Grand Crus and « Grand » Premier Crus from the Côte de Nuits. 
This is quite rare, but we have found slight reduction in most of the wines. As such, we advise to decant them about one hour if they 
are being tasted before they reach ten years old. 
 
Tasting notes 
- An intensely earthy and very sauvage nose of dark berry fruit, plum and soft floral aromas introduces punchy and well-detailed 
medium-bodied flavors that possess a saline character on the solidly complex and persistent finish. While it's not exactly accurate to 
describe this as an elegant Nuits it would be fair to say that it's less rustic than is typical. Recommended. 
Score: 89-91    Tasted: Apr 15, 2014    Drink: 2019+    Issue: 54    Outstanding Top value    -   Allen Meadows 


